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Bourron, S&M.
Aug. 17, 1935
Dear Henry,
Nothing new to report. Just a few lines to let you know that we are still alive. Too bad about those paints. I hope there
was some blue or green among those you had unpacked. It would be a pity if you had to substitute red for blue and paint
sunsets or things on fire instead of moonlights. But if there is no blue in the lot there may be some green, which would
do just as well for you though others who saw your pictures might be a little surprised.
The Stewarts are here & Stewart
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& I set out the croquet set yesterday & played two games. We got terribly interested just like the old fellows in the
Luxembourg.
It always rains when the Stewarts come to Bourron. We expected them on Saturday & on Friday we had rain. Saturday
morning was cloudy but when a letter came saying they could not come before Monday it cleared off at once. The rest of
Saturday & all of Sunday were bright & sunny. I told Rocheron on Saturday that it would rain on Monday. He said I was
a pretty good prophet if I could predict rain two days ahead especially when on Saturday the sun was bright & not a
cloud in the sky. Well when they arrived it was simply pouring, pouring so hard that they had to come in by the back
door instead of through
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the garden door. But now we are having beautiful weather again though cooler - what a Tanner would call cold. So does
Miss Oliver. The Stewarts have been many times to Bourron but never have they arrived when it was not raining.
Rocheron is now convinced & says that when we need rain we can send for the Stewarts.
I hope you are feeling better and that you are able to paint a little even if you have not just the colors you want. I hope
Jesse's hay-fever is better too.
Much love to both from both of us.
Atherton
Lucy is still at Le Touquet. A letter from her yesterday announced that she had been able to swim without a cork belt.
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